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Abstract
Collectivemotion in nonequilibrium steady state suspensions of self-propelled Janusmotors driven
by chemical reactions can arise due to interactions coming fromdirect intermolecular forces,
hydrodynamic flow effects, or chemotactic effectsmediated by chemical gradients. The relative
importance of these interactions depends on the reactive characteristics of themotors, theway in
which the system ismaintained in a steady state, and properties of the suspension, such as the volume
fraction. From simulations of amicroscopic hard collisionmodel for the interaction offluid particles
with the Janusmotorwe show that dynamic cluster states exist and determine the interaction
mechanisms that are responsible for their formation. The relative importance of chemotactic and
hydrodynamic effects is identified by considering amicroscopicmodel inwhich chemotactic effects
are turned off while the full hydrodynamic interactions are retained. The system ismaintained in a
steady state bymeans of a bulk reaction inwhich product particles are reconverted into fuel particles.
The influence of the bulk reaction rate on the collective dynamics is also studied.

1. Introduction

A large number ofmolecularmachines have evolved in the natural world that are able to operate singly and
collectively to perform essential biological functions at the nanoscale [1]. On somewhat larger scales bacteria and
other swimmingmicroorganisms behave collectively by performingwork on the fluid inwhich they are
immersed, and it has been shown that effects arising fromhydrodynamic interactions among such active
swimmers are of crucial importance to understand the origins and characteristics of their collectivemotion
[2–9].More generally, a considerable research effort has been devoted to the study of the collective dynamics
observed in various types ofmedia that contain actively propelled particles, due, in part, to the rich
nonequilibriumphenomena they exhibit [10–20]. Among such active particles are synthetic chemically-
propelled nanomotors, which have also been studied extensively [21–24]. Synthetic nanomotors are of
particular interest since theirmorphology and chemical propertiesmay be tailored for specific tasks [25].
Ensembles of such chemically-poweredmotors display collective behavior that is influenced by the chemical
gradients that exist in these systems, as well as hydrodynamic flow effects [26–37].

In this paperwe study the collective properties of suspensions of spherical Janusmotors whose activity arises
from a diffusiophoreticmechanism. In the self-diffusiophoreticmechanism, asymmetric catalytic activity on the
surface of a nanomotor produces inhomogeneous local concentrations of chemical species that give rise to a
body force on themotor that is responsible for its propulsion [23, 38, 39]. As a result ofmomentum
conservation, a self-propelledmotormoving in afluidmedium is coupled to themotions of solventmolecules
and generates fluid flowswhich are an essential element in the diffusiophoreticmechanism [38]. Experimental
studies of suspensions of Janusmotors have shown dynamical clustering, phase separation and giant number
fluctuations [16, 27, 30]. Chemotactic effects that arise from concentration-mediated interactions among
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motors have been shown to play a role in the collective dynamics of such chemically-poweredmotors [27,
32–34].

The strength and direction of chemotactic and hydrodynamic interactions amongmotors in a suspension
depend on their relative orientations since concentration and flowfields are induced by catalytic reactions taking
place on specific parts of themotor surfaces; consequently,motormorphology plays a role in determining the
dynamical properties of active suspensions. The effects of the size of the catalytic patch on the dynamics of a
single Janusmotor in bulk [40] or near awall [41] and on the interactions between twomotors [42] have been
studied using continuum theory.

We investigate the effect of the size of a Janusmotor’s catalytic surface on the inducedflows in the
surrounding fluid and on the roles that hydrodynamic and chemical interactions play in the collective behavior
of a suspension of Janusmotors. Our study is carried out using particle-based simulations employing a
microscopicmodel of hard collisions betweenmotor and fluid particles [43].Modifications of themodel are
made to isolate the various factors that contribute to collective behavior of active suspensions. The outline of the
paper is as follows: in section 2 a brief review of themicroscopicmodel is presented, followed by a discussion of
the steady-state concentration and flowfields for a single Janusmotor with various catalytic cap sizes. In
section 3 the collective properties of systems containingmany Janusmotors are examined, and the structural
features and dynamical behavior of suspensions of different types ofmotors as a function of volume fraction and
steady state conditions are discussedwith particular attention to the relative importance of chemotactic versus
hydrodynamic interactions amongmotors. A summary of results is given in section 4.

2. Janusmotor and its nonequilibriumdynamics

It is useful to discuss some of the features of a single Janusmotor and its dynamics before describing the
collective dynamics ofmanymotors.We consider a hard-spheremodel of a chemically-powered self-propelled
Janusmotormoving in afluidmedium containingNA fuelA andNB productB particles [43]. Irreversible
chemical reactions, A B , take place on the catalytic portion of the Janusmotor surface and are the source of
concentration gradients that lead to diffusiophoreticmotor propulsion. The system ismaintained in a

nonequilibrium steady state through irreversible chemical reactions, B A
k2 , in the bulk of the solution, and the

rate at which these bulk phase reactions occur controls themagnitudes of the steady state concentration fields.
The bulk reaction rate also determines how rapidly thesefields decaywith distance from the surface of the Janus
motor through their dependence on the inverse screening length k D2k = , whereD is the commonA andB
species diffusion coefficient. The evolution of the entire system is governed by a coarse-grain dynamics that
combinesmolecular dynamics andmultiparticle collision dynamics [44–47] and is described in appendix A.

A schematic picture of a Janusmotor is shown infigure 1. It is a sphere with catalytic (C) and noncatalytic (N)
surfaces that interacts with the A B,a = species through hard potentials,W ra ( ), whereW r = ¥a ( ) if r R a

and zerowhen r R> a.When a particle of speciesα encounters the Janus sphere at radiusRα it undergoes a
modified bounce-back collision that exchanges linear and angularmomentawith the Janusmotor [43]. The
effective radiusR of the outer edge of the boundary layer of the Janusmotor is chosen as the larger of the two
interaction radii. The area of the catalytic surface is determined by the angle Cq measured from the pole of the
catalytic surface, located by the unit vector û, to the interface between theC andN surfaces. In general reactive
collisions, C A C B+  + , occurwith probability pRwhenever anA particle encounters themotor catalytic
surface ( Cq q< ), but we choose unit probability pR= 1 in this study.

Reactions on the catalyticmotor surface create an inhomogeneous concentration field c rB ( ). Since theA and
B particles have different interaction radii, a body force acts on themotor and is responsible for its propulsion.
Because the system is force free, the forces on themotor induce aflowfield v r( ) in the surrounding fluid, which

Figure 1.The Janusmotor has catalytic (C) andnoncatalytic (N) surfaces. The size of the catalytic surface is characterized by the angle
Cq . Chemical reactions, C A C B+  + , occur on theC surface. The unit vector û is the orientation of the Janusmotor in the
direction from theN surface to theC surface and θ is the polar angle.
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is important for themotor self-propulsionmechanism [48, 49]. The continuum approximations to the
concentration and velocity fields can be found by solving the coupled reaction–diffusion and Stokes equations.
The velocityfield at the outer edge of the boundary layer near themotor surface (r= R) is given by

Vv v us
u= + ˆ( ) , where the slip velocity is [50]

R
k T

c Rv , , , 1s B
Bq

h
q= - L q( ) ( ) ( )( )

for our binarymixture ofmechanically identicalA andB particles whose specific volumes are equal. In
equation (1), the fluid viscosity is η and the component of the Janusmotor velocity in the û direction is given by
V u vu

s
S= -á ñˆ · ( ) , where Sá ñ denotes the surface average at r=R. Here the constant R RA B

1

2
2 2L = -( ) is

determined by the different interactions of theA andB species with the Janusmotor, as reflected in their different
interaction radii,RA andRB. Due to the fact that catalytic reactions occur only on theC surface, the gradient
field, cBq , changes rapidly across the interface between theC andN surfaces along the θ direction. Therefore,
one expects that the largest slip velocity will occur atC−N interface and R Vv ,s

C uq >∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣( ) .
The profiles of the concentration and velocityfields varywith the surface area of catalytic cap and the inverse

screening lengthκ.Wefirst consider fixed interaction radiiRA= 2.5 andRB= 2.45, and 0.12k  . Since
R RA B> , 0L > , and the Janusmotor interactsmoreweaklywith theB particles thanwithA particles giving rise
themotor self propulsion in the forward direction (forward-movingmotor) defined as being in the direction of
û (seefigure 1). The catalytic cap areas we consider are derived from 30Cq = , 90◦ and 150◦. Figure 2 compares
the steady-state product concentration, c rB ( ), andflowfields, v r( ), in the vicinity of the Janusmotor for these
different cap sizes. As expected, themaximumproduct concentration occurs at the catalytic surface and deceases
in both radial and tangential directions from this surface. As noted above, the direction ofmotormotion is
determined by the interaction potentials between the Janusmotor and the fuel and product particles. For the
forward-moving Janusmotors considered here, the near-field flows generated in the surrounding fluid change
significantly as the catalytic surface area varies. For the Janusmotorwith 30Cq = , there are two incoming flows
along themotor axis û and an outgoingflow in the lateral direction , while thefluid velocity flowfields are in the
opposite direction for the Janusmotorwith 150Cq = . For 90Cq = , solvent particles are pushed away in front
of the Janusmotor and an incoming flow is induced at the rear of themotor, alongwith amore complicated fluid
circulation in the lateral directions [49].

Making use of the continuumexpression for the slip velocity in equation (1), the characteristics in thefluid
flowfield observed in the simulations can be related to the location of theC−N interface on themotor surface.
For the Janusmotorwith 30Cq = , this interface lies near the head of the sphere, indicated by the û vector and
termed the north pole, inducing a velocity field v v s ( ) thatmoves solvent particles from the front of themotor
to the lateral directions; the solventflowfield at the south pole is Vv uu ˆ since the gradient field cBq is small.
Similarly, for amotorwith a large catalytic surface ( 150Cq = ), theC−N interface is close to the south pole of
the sphere producing a flowfield that takes solvent particles from the lateral directions to the noncatalyticN
surface; solvent particles in front of themotor are pushed away from themotor. For the Janusmotorwith

Figure 2.Panels (a), (c) and (e) are the simulation results for the steady-state product concentration fields (cB), and panels (b), (d) and
(f) are the induced flowfield (v)normalized by the propulsion speed (Vu) for three different sizes of the catalytic surface: 30Cq = 
(left), 90◦ (middle) and 150◦ (right). The interaction radii areRA=2.5 andRB=2.45 and bulk reaction rate constant is k 102

3= - .
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90Cq = , the gradient field cBq is small near both the north and south poles so that the induced flow is largely
determined by themotion of the Janusmotor in these two regions.

3. Collective dynamics in suspensions of Janusmotors

The dynamics ofmany Janusmotors suspended in reactivefluids is governed by direct interactions between
motors as well asfluid-mediated chemotactic and hydrodynamic interactions that lead to collective behavior,
such as the formation of dynamic nonequilibrium cluster states. Chemotactic interactions have their origin in
the inhomogeneous concentrationfields that arise frommotor asymmetric catalytic activity. This
inhomogeneity is sensitive to the local environment eachmotor experiences, and the gradients in concentration
created at the surface of onemotor influence both the reaction dynamics and the local body forces that drive
activemotion in surroundingmotors. At the same time themotion of eachmotor induces flowfields in the
surrounding fluid that couple the dynamics ofmotors via hydrodynamic interactions. Depending on
microscopic characteristics of the interactions, chemotactic and hydrodynamic interactions canwork either
cooperatively or against one another to enhance or suppress dynamical clustering. Both the chemotactic and
hydrodynamic interactions depend strongly on the size of the catalytic cap on the spherical Janusmotors.

In the simulations described below,we consider a systemofNJ Janusmotors andNSfluidmolecules of
speciesA andB in a periodic cubical box of side length L. Themotors interact directly with one another through
a repulsive Lennard–Jones potential with length scale Js so that the effective excluded volume isV 6J J

3ps¢ =
and themotor volume fraction is N V LJ J

3f = ¢ . The system ismaintained out of equilibriumby a supply of fuel

through reactions B A
k2 in the bulk of the solution.When the interaction radiiRA andRB are chosen so that

R RA B> , eachmotormoves preferentially toward regions of high production concentration, and on average
motorsmove forward in the direction of the catalytic cap.On the other hand, when R RA B< , motorsmove
backward, away from regions of high product concentration. In previous studies [37, 43] it was found that
cooperativemotion in collections of both backward-moving sphere-dimer and Janusmotors was significantly
reduced compared to that in systems of forward-movingmotors. For this reason, belowwe focus on themore
interesting clustering properties found in suspensions of forward-movingmotors. Unless stated otherwise, for
most of the results in this section the interaction radii of theA andB particles are set toRA= 2.5 andRB= 2.35,
while the bulk reaction rate constant is chosen to be k 102

3= - .We consider systemswithNJ= 100, 200 and 500
Janusmotors, corresponding to the volume fractions 0.052f = , 0.1 and 0.26. Further simulation details are
given in appendix A

Themean values of the steady state concentrations of theA andB species depend on the catalytic cap size,
motor volume fraction and the rate at which fuel is supplied. In table 1 the values of the steady state product
concentration, cB

ss (c c cA
ss

B
ss

0= - , where c0 is the total concentration ofA andB), are given for systemswith
various cap sizes and volume fractions. The steady state compositionwill play some role in determining the
collective behavior.

Figure 3(a) shows the ensemble and time average in the steady state of the projection of themotor propulsion
velocity along û,

N T t t tV u V uV d , 2u J
i

N T

i i
1

1

1

0

J

òåf = º á ñ-

=

-( ) ( ) · ˆ ( ) · ˆ ( )

as a function off formotors with different catalytic cap sizes. Here tVi( ) and tuiˆ ( ) denote the instantaneous
velocity and orientation ofmotor i. It is evident that Vu f( ) decreases asf increases for all cap sizes asmight be
anticipated for crowded systems. On long time scales, as a result of rotational Brownianmotion characterized by
the orientational relaxation time, rt f( ), each of themotors undergoes diffusive translationalmotionwith an
effective translational diffusion constant De f( ). This effective diffusion constant is larger than D0 f( ) for Janus
particles without diffusiophoretic activity. It was shown earlier [51] that D0 f( ) and rt f( ) do not vary
significantly withf for 0 0.26f< . For a singlemotor in solutionwe have D 0.0030 » and 600rt » . For

Table 1.The steady-state concentrations of product particles, cB
ss, meanmotor velocity, Vu, (taken from the data shown

infigure 3(a)), and effective diffusion coefficient, De f( ), (from linearfits to long-timemean-square displacement in
figure 3)(b)), as a function of volume fraction and catalytic cap size.

Cq 30◦ 90◦ 150◦

f 0.052 0.1 0.26 0.052 0.1 0.26 0.052 0.1 0.26

c cB
ss

0 0.2 0.29 0.45 0.51 0.67 0.85 0.34 0.58 0.94

Vu 0.014 0.008 0.002 0.021 0.014 0.006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0005

De 0.045 0.020 0.004 0.10 0.050 0.012 0.002 0.002 0.002
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catalytic cap sizes given by 30Cq =  and 90◦, the general structure of themean squared displacement r t2D ( ) is
the same, which consists of a crossover of r t2D ( ) from short-time ballisticmotion due to self-propulsion to
long-time diffusive behavior, as can be seen infigure 3(b) for allf. However, formotors with large catalytic caps
( 150Cq = ) Vu f( ) is small and the crossover regime cannot be discerned in thefigure and D De 0 .

3.1. Clustering in suspensions ofmotors
Previous studies have shown that active Brownian particles can segregate into domains of low and highmotor
density [19, 30, 52, 53]. Stochasticmodels of the collective behavior of diffusiophoretic Janusmotors have
indicated the possibility of a number of different dynamical states: gas-like states, dynamic cluster states where
small clusters form and dissociate in a background of gas-likemotor dynamics, collapsed cluster states where a
single cluster forms in the system, as well asmore complicated states [32, 33].Microscopic simulations of large
collections of thousands of diffusiophoretically propelled sphere dimermotors show segregation into high and
lowdensitymotor phases that are subject to thermal fluctuations [37].

In the present study, for certain choices of cap size and volume fraction, the cooperative dynamics in
suspensions of active Janusmotors leads to the formation of dynamic states of nonuniformdensity. The full
characterization of such states necessitates the determination of the scaling structure of the coarsening process
and the nature of the inhomogeneous steady state density [54]. Our simulations are carried out on small systems
where the distinction between dynamic clusters and phase segregated states is difficult to discern. Consequently,
we shall refer to states with inhomogeneous density as cluster states.

We now examine some of the properties of these states and factors that lead to their formation. Figure 4
shows representative instantaneous steady-state configurations of the Janusmotors (the solvent species are not
shown) in systemswith 0.052f = , 0.1 and 0.26. Asf increases, separation into low-density and high-density
regions is observed formotors with a small cap size ( 30Cq = ). In contrast, phase separation in systems of Janus
motors with a large cap size ( 150Cq = ) is observed only at low volume fractions. Aweak tendency to cluster is
observed for the intermediate cap size ( 90Cq = ) asf varies. To quantitatively describemotor clustering, we
compute themotor radial distribution function in the steady state, g(r), for various volume fractions. As
indicated by the black arrows in the plots of g(r) infigure 5, it is evident that asf increases, clustering is strongly
enhanced for the systemwith small-cap-sizemotors, a weak enhancement is seen formotors of intermediate cap
size, whereas clustering is suppressed formotors with large catalytic caps.

3.2. Clusteringmechanisms for Janusmotorswith large caps
Chemotactic interactions are controlled by gradients in the concentrations of reactive species. At large volume
fractions ofmotors with large cap sizes onemight anticipate that chemical gradients will be smoothed because of
the high concentration of productmolecules in the system, thereby reducing chemotactic interactions among
the Janusmotors. Indeed, as can be seen in the densitymaps of c r,B q( ) in the steady state shown infigures 6(a)–
(c).While significant gradients in theB concentration can be seen in the radial direction at low volume fractions,
a homogeneous distribution ofB particles is found for suspensions of large-capmotors at 0.26f = . These
differences have only small effects on the self-propulsion speed of themotor. The propulsion speed is
proportional to the tangential component of the concentration of the product at the surface of themotor. As can
be seen infigure 6(d), the tangential component of the gradient at themotor surface at r=R is effectively
independent of the volume fraction formotors with large catalytic caps even though the averageB concentration
increases substantially in the axial direction ( 0q = )with volume fraction (see figure 6(e)). For dilute

Figure 3. (a)The averagemotor propulsion velocity, Vu f( ), for the Janusmotors with catalytic surface sizes 30Cq =  (black circles),
90◦ (red squares) and 150◦ (blue triangles) at various volume fractions (f), where the dashed lines are the exponential fits to data as
guides to the eye.Mean square displacements, r t2D ( ), of the Janusmotors with (b) 30Cq =  and (c) 150◦ at various volume fractions.
The solid black lines show the asymptotic enhanced diffusive dynamics at long time scales.
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suspensions, aB-particle gradientfield exists that is responsible for a chemotactic effect inwhich twomotors are
drawn close to one another due to the production of high local densities of the less repulsiveB particles. As the
motor volume fraction increases, the density ofB in the radial direction increases and becomesmore uniform.
As a result, only small inhomogeneities can be created locally around the catalytic surfaces of themotors and
onlyweak chemotactic attractive interactions can be induced. Consequently, cluster formation is discouraged as
the volume fraction of the large-capmotors in the suspension increases, as observed infigure 5.

3.3.Hydrodynamic effects in the collective dynamics
Hydrodynamic interactions among active swimmers have been investigated extensively [2–9]. ‘Puller’
swimmers, characterized by an incoming fluidflow along the poles of the swimmer and outgoing flows in lateral
directions, bring swimmers together along the direction of their swimming axis and are repulsive in the

Figure 4. Instantaneous steady-state configurations of Janusmotors with small ( 30Cq = ), medium ( 90Cq = ) and large
( 150Cq = ) catalytic cap sizes at various volume fractions 0.052f = , 0.1 and 0.26. (Movie online).

Figure 5.Radial distribution function, g(r), for the systems of Janusmotors with small (left panel), medium (middle panel) and large
(right panel) catalytic cap sizes at volume fractions 0.052f = (red circles), 0.1 (blue squares) and 0.26 (green triangles). The black
arrows indicate the changes of g(r) asf increases.
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perpendicular directions, while the reverse behavior is observed for ‘pusher’ swimmers. (Adiscussion of the
near- and far-field fluid velocityfields for the hard Janusmodel with 90Cq = was given earlier [49].)As
discussed in section 2, the characteristics of the near-field fluid flowpatterns for chemically-powered Janus
motors depend strongly on the size of the catalytic cap. In going from small to large cap sizes, the Janusmotor
may be classified in terms of the near-field flows as a puller swimmer for small caps ( 30Cq = ), a neutral
swimmer for intermediate-size caps ( 90Cq = ), and a pusher swimmer for large-size caps ( 150Cq = ). The
collective dynamics of suspensions of Janusmotorsmay be affected by hydrodynamic interactions arising from
thesefluid flows, particularly for high volume fractions where themean distance betweenmotors is small.

Themotor velocityfields in the suspension provide information on the effects of hydrodynamic flows on the
collectivemotion. The vector field VM for the axially-symmetric system is shown infigure 7where the local
values of the average velocity vector are represented as arrows for a suspension of volume fraction 0.1f = (see
appendix B for details). Of particular interest are themotor flows in the region in front (i.e, at the catalytic head)
of themotorwhere the A B reactions take place and give rise to the strongest concentration-mediated
chemotactic interaction. Infigure 7 the red-dashed and green-solid squares highlight regions around the nearest
(r 6 ) and next-nearest neighbors (r 12 ), respectively. These distances correspond to the locations of the
peaks in the plots of the radial distribution function g(r) shown infigure 5.Within the red-dashed regions, one
sees that the averagemotor flow velocity points inward toward the surface of themotor for small cap sizes, while
for large cap sizes themotorflow velocities are outgoing from themotor surface.

Apart fromdirect intermolecular forces, the net interaction betweenmotors is determined by chemotactic
and hydrodynamic contributions. As illustrated infigure 8, while the former interaction is attractive for all cap
sizes, the hydrodynamic interaction is attractive in the region directly ahead of themotor for 30Cq =  and
repulsive for 90Cq =  and 150◦. For 30Cq = , the fact that both interactions are attractive gives rise to the
incomingmotorflows seen in figure 7. By contrast, for 90Cq = , the repulsive hydrodynamic interaction

Figure 6. Steady-state product concentration fields, c r,B q( ), in the vicinity of Janusmotors with 150Cq =  obtained from
simulations withmotor volume fractions (a) 0.052f = , (b) 0.1f = and (c) 0.26f = . The concentration fields in the tangential
direction at themotor surface, c R,B q( ), and in the radial direction along themotor axis, c r, 0B ( ), are plotted in panels (d) and (e),
respectively. The inset in (d) shows the gradient fields, c R,B qq ( ), that are responsible formotor self-propulsion. In panels (d) and
(e), the symbols are the labels of the simulation results withmotor volume fractions 0.052f = (red circles), 0.1 (blue squares) and
0.26 (green triangles).
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dominates over chemotactic attraction resulting in outgoingmotorflows discussed earlier. These results suggest
that hydrodynamic interactionsmay either enhance or reduce attractive interactions for the Janusmotors with

30Cq =  and 90◦, respectively. The interplay of chemotactic and hydrodynamic interactions explains the
enhanced clustering observed in the Janusmotors with small cap sizes. Since the dynamics of Janusmotors is
largely diffusive for suspensions of Janusmotors with large cap sizes, the clusteringmechanism is primarily
influenced by the chemotactic interactions discussed in the previous section and hydrodynamic interactions
play only aminor role. Nevertheless, hydrodynamic effects can been seen by comparing the solvent andmotor
velocityfields depicted infigures 2 and 7, where it is evident that these twofields have the same characteristic
flowpatterns.

To examine the degree of orientational ordering that accompanies the correlations in themotor velocityfield
for 30Cq =  discussed above, we computed the average of the relative orientation of amotor, uMˆ (see
appendix B for details). Thisfield is plotted in figure 9. At the nearest neighbor distance in the front of themotor
(highlighted by a red-dashed square), the average orientation is in the same direction as that of themotor at the
origin. Similar orientational ordering can be seen for 90 ;Cq =  however, for 150Cq = neighboringmotors are
less ordered due to the dominance of diffusivemotion and lack of activemotion for this cap size. These results
suggest that the clusteringmechanism for self-diffusiophoretic Janusmotors is not due primarily tomotility-
induced phase separation [14], wheremotors are dynamically jammed due to head-on collisions, but instead
arises from attractive hydrodynamic and chemotactic interactions.

Figure 7.Motor velocity fields, rV ,M q( ), normalized by the averagemotor propulsion velocity, Vu f( ), for various catalytic cap sizes at
volume fraction 0.1f = . The regions of nearest and next-nearest neighbors from themotor surface are indicated by red-dashed and
green squares, respectively.

Figure 8.Aligned configurations of Janusmotors with (a) 30Cq = , (b) 90Cq =  and (c) 150Cq = , where the light blue andwhite
arrows are the direction ofmotion ofmotor j induced by themotion ofmotor i through the hydrodynamic and chemotactic
interactions, respectively.
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3.4. Elimination of chemotactic interactions
Since all Janusmotors in a suspension at a given volume fraction are identical, productmolecules produced on
onemotormay interact with othermotors giving rise to the chemotactic interactions discussed above.Of
course, the catalytic reactions are also essential for the self-generated chemical gradients that are responsible for
singlemotor propulsion. In order to gauge the relative importance of chemotactic and hydrodynamic effects we
must be able to selectively turn off these interactions while not disturbing the self-propulsion diffusiophoretic
mechanism for singlemotors which involves both local concentration gradients and coupling tofluid flow.

This can be achieved in the followingway: we consider a collection of Janusmotors inwhich eachmotor i
produces a distinct productBi that interacts withmotor i as a product particle but as a non-reactiveA particle
with all othermotors j. In this way only the self-generated concentration gradient ofBi is responsible for the
propulsion of thatmotor. In thismodel the concentration-mediated chemotactic attraction is turned off while
hydrodynamic interactions between Janusmotors resulting from self-propulsion remain. (Thismethod of
turning off chemotactic interactions was used in an earlier investigation of the collective dynamics of oligomeric
motors on afilament [36].) Starting from an initial cluster configuration, a time sequence ofmotor
configurations inwhich the system evolves in the absence of chemotactic interactions is shown infigure 10. The
cluster of Janusmotors gradually breaks apart and the system reaches a steady state inwhich themotors are
homogeneously distributed beyond the first solvation shell.

From an examination of the steady state radial distribution functions infigure 11(a), the disappearance of
clustering in the absence of concentration-mediated interactions is evident by the lack of structure in g(r).
Nonetheless Janusmotors still interact through hydrodynamic interactions in the absence of chemotactic
attractions. Comparing figures 7 and 11(b) for 30Cq = , it is clear that turning off chemotactic interactions has
a significant impact on themotor velocityfields at short distances but a weaker influence at long distances. These

Figure 9.Motor orientationfields, ru ,M qˆ ( ), for various cap sizes at volume fraction 0.1f = . The nearest-neighbor regions are
indicated by red-dashed squares.

Figure 10. Starting from a cluster of Janusmotors small cap sizes, in the absence of chemotactic interactions the cluster gradually
breaks apart. (Movie online).
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results suggest that long-ranged interactions aremediated by hydrodynamic interactions, which bring Janus
motors toward each other, while the short-ranged interactions are primarily due to chemotactic effects.

3.5. Screening due to bulk reactions

The bulk reaction B A
k2 is not only responsible for the supply of fuel thatmaintains the system in a

nonequilibrium state but it also has an effect on the collective dynamics. Consider a singlemotor in solution. In
the absence of a bulk reactionwith fuel supplied only at large distances from themotor the c r,B q( ) steady-state
concentration field produced at the surface of themotor by the catalytic reaction A B will decay in the radial
direction as c r r, 1B q ~( ) [23].When there is a bulk reaction this field decays as c r r, eB

rq ~ k-( ) [43].
Consequently, the concentration fields are ‘screened’ by the bulk reaction, and the screening length 1k- will
determine the range of chemotactic interactions amongmotors. A slow back reactionwith a small value of k2 will
lead to longer-ranged chemotactic interactions thatmay influencemotor clustering.

To study this effect, we consider a suspension ofmotors with various cap sizes and volume fraction
0.052f = in bulk reactingmediawith different rate constants k2. Infigure 12, the radial distribution function of

the Janusmotors is shown for k 102
2= - (black circles), 10−3 (red squares) and 10−4 (blue triangles),

corresponding screening lengths 2.61k »- , 8.4 and 26.45, respectively. For the fastest bulk reactionwhere
k 0.012 = , the concentration-mediated interaction is strongly screened resulting in virtually no clustering for all
cap sizes. As the bulk reaction rate decreases, clustering is found for Janusmotors with small and intermediate
cap sizes ( 90C q ) as can be seen by the increase in g(r) beyond thefirst peak.Note also that due to the different

Figure 11. (a)The radial distribution functions for the Janusmotors with 30Cq =  in the presence and absence of chemotactic
interactions (CI). (b)Themotor velocity field in the absence of chemotactic interactions. The red-dashed and green squares indicate
nearest and next-nearest neighbor regions.

Figure 12.Radial distribution functions, g(r), of Janusmotors with small (left panel), medium (middle panel) and large (right panel)
catalytic surface in systems at volume fraction 0.052f = with various bulk reaction rate constants, k 102

2= - (black circles), 10−3

(red squares) and 10−4 (blue triangles).
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characteristics of hydrodynamic interactions for different cap sizes discussed earlier, Janusmotors with a small
cap size ( 30Cq = ) aggregatemore strongly than thosewith 90Cq = . Interestingly, for the large cap size,

150Cq = , there is an intermediate range of k2 valueswhere strongermotor clustering is observed. This is due to
the fact that the chemotactic interaction betweenmotors ismore strongly screenedwhen k2 is large andmotors
move independently without clustering, while for small k2 where the screening length is large, gradients of
chemical species are smoothed since a large fraction of solvent particles consists of uniformly distributed
product. This reduction in clustering due to high local uniform concentrations of product is similar to the
reduction of clustering observed formotors with large-size caps for high volume fractions discussed in
section 3.2.

4. Summary

Since the propulsion of a Janusmotor depends on the asymmetric chemical reactions on its catalytic cap,
changes the cap area have a significant influence on the concentration and flowfields near themotor surface and
in the surrounding fluid. These changes are reflected in the chemotactic and hydrodynamic interactions that
determine the collective behavior of suspensions of active Janusmotors. Using particle-based simulations of
Janusmotor suspensions it was shown that chemotactic interactions are the dominant factor inmotor cluster
formation.Depending on the catalytic cap size, hydrodynamic interactions can either enhance or decrease the
tendency to cluster by chemotactic interactions. In our simulations chemotactic interactions can be turned off,
and, hence, the relative importance of chemotactic and hydrodynamic effects can be determinedwithout
modifying the diffusiophoretic propulsionmechanism that underlies the phenomena. Since variations in the
catalytic cap size can change the qualitative character of the collective dynamics, it should be possible to observe
such gross changes in experiments on Janus particle systems [55].

In the simulations the systemwas driven out of equilibriumby bulk phase reactions that remove product
and add fuel particles. As a result the concentration fields decaymore rapidly with distance than if fuel were
supplied at the boundaries. Consequently, the chemotactic interaction betweenmotors is screened, and
decreasing the bulk reaction rate constant and thereby increasing the screening length enhances clustering in
suspensions provided the catalytic cap size is not too large. Thus, theway inwhich the system ismaintained in a
nonequilibrium state is an important factor to consider when studying collective dynamics, especially for three-
dimensional systemswhen fuel is supplied at the boundaries.
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AppendixA. Simulation algorithmandparameters

Weuse a simulation scheme developed previously, which combinesmolecular dynamics withmultiparticle
particle collision dynamics [45]. Each Janusmotor ismodeled as a hard sphere and solventA andB particles
undergo reactive and nonreactive collisionwith it [43] as discussed in section 2. The direct interaction between
two Janusmotors ismodeled by a repulsive Lennard–Jones potential. The dynamics of solvent particles is carried
out by reactivemultiparticle collision dynamics [56], where non-interacting fluid particles evolve in the presence
of the interactingmotors and experience effective collisions at discrete time intervals τ. In the collision steps,
solvent particles are sorted into a grid of cube cells of linear sizeσ, where effectivemultiparticle collisions and
reactions B A with reaction rate constant k2 take place independently in each cell.

The system consists of a collection ofNJ Janusmotors and N N NS A B= + pointA andB particles, each of
massm, confined to a periodic cubic boxwith linear size L and volumeV L3= . The Janusmotor ismodeled as a
sphere of radiusRwith volumeV RJ

4

3
3p= , mass M c V mJ0= andmoment of inertia I MR2

5
2= , where the

total number density offluid particles is c N V N VS J J0 = -( ). Solvent particles interact with the Janusmotor
through hard potentials while a repulsive Lennard–Jones potential is used for interactions between two Janus
motors. The Lennard–Jones potential isV r r r4 0.25J J

12 6 s s= - +( ) [( ) ( ) ], which vanishes at the cutoff
distance r 2c J

1 6 s= . The system ismaintained in a nonequilibrium steady state by using reactivemultiparticle

collision dynamics [56], where the reaction B A
k2 takes place in the bulk solution. Grid-shifting is employed to

ensureGalilean invariance [57]. The time evolution of the entire system is carried out using a hybridMD-MPCD
scheme [45].
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The results are reported in dimensionless units wheremass is in units ofm, length in units ofσ, energies in

units of kBT and time in units of t m k TB0
2s= . In these units, we have L=60,R= 2.5,M=655, and

I=1636. Themultiparticle collision timewas set to 0.1t = . Between two consecutivemultiparticle collisions,
solvent particles propagate freely with t t t t tr r vd d+ = +( ) ( ) ( ) , where t 0.01d = is themolecular dynamics
time step size. For the simulation conditions above thefluid viscosity is 7.93h = and the common self-diffusion
coefficient of theA andB species isD= 0.07. The Lennard–Jones parameters are 1 = and 6Js = . For a solvent
density c 100 = , motor velocityV 0.02u  andmotor radius ofR= 2.5, the kinematic viscosity of thefluid is

c 0.7930n h= = , the Péclet number is V R DPe 0.7u= < , the Reynolds number is V RRe 0.06u n= < ,
and the Schmidt number is S D 11c n=  .

Appendix B. Vectorfields of Janusmotors

The average vector field of a physical quantity, WM , in the vicinity of amotor is determined bymeasuring the
average field in a coordinate frame defined by two in-plane vectors n1ˆ and n2ˆ .We consider themotor velocity
and orientational fields, W VM M= or uMˆ , respectively. The vector field can bewritten in terms of of the in-plane
coordinates W W rM M S= ( ), where rS denotes the in-plane vector. If the orientation vector uiˆ ofmotor i is
chosen to be n1ˆ , the vector n2ˆ is given by

n
r r n

r r n
. B.1

ij ij

ij ij
2

1

1

=
-

-
ˆ

· ˆ
∣ · ˆ ∣

( )

By using the position of themotor i as the origin, the vector pointing from the origin to themotor j is
r r rij j i= - . The coordinates of themotor j projected on the plane can be computed by

r r n n r n n , B.2S ij ij1 1 2 2= +( · ˆ ) ˆ ( · ˆ ) ˆ ( )

and the vector of a physical quantity w ofmotor j at the position rS can be expresses as

w r w n n w n n . B.3S S j j1 1 2 2= +( ) ( · ˆ ) ˆ ( · ˆ ) ˆ ( )

Thus, by sorting the neighboringmotors into a square lattice with linear size of 0.5 according to the in-plane
coordinates rS the average vector field, WM , in each lattice cell is given by the average over the ensemble of
motors and over time.
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